
Wolverhampton Wheelers Track League Wednesday 17th June 2015 

Freewheelers by Joseph Lister 

After weeks of delays due to track closure, the 2015 Freewheelers series began again, running the same 
format as previous years due to the late start.  The evening saw Alex Ward dominate the B category, 
winning all of the events.  Alex Thompson took 2/3 of the wins in the A category, being beaten to the line 
during the closing lap of the Elimination by Matt Malone, producing a strong ride and well deserved victory.  
Currently, the overall standings see Alex Ward leading the B’s series edging above Noah Thomas by 3 
points and Alex Thompson in first by a solitary point over Matt Malone.  With the league extending into 
September this year due to the delays caused by much needed track maintenance, riders have many rounds 
to complete with the first weeks results giving little to go on in identifying a clear league winner.  

Youth and Senior by Dave Brookes 

This year's league started a whole month late because essential repairs were needed to the track to ensure 
safe racing.  Club officials endured several frustrating weeks trying to address the situation but with the 
arrival of a new manager of Aldersley, Paul Watson, problems were quickly resolved and we are all most 
grateful for all Paul's efforts.  So racing stated in June but excitement and anticipation were just as great as 
previous years and that atmosphere grew as the evening progressed. 

First events, to start off the racing, were a series of Scratch races.  The youth events were exclusively 
Wheelers races with Isabelle Cumming, Sophie White and Dan Morris all putting in some great efforts throughout 
the evening.  Isabelle took the Scratch with Sophie second and Dan third and these orders were repeated in the 
Unknown Distance and Flying Start Time Trials but at no time did any of them give an inch to their competitors. 

Youth Wheeler Joe Guy is riding up in Senior B this season and was determined to make his mark by making an early 
break in the Scratch and never losing his advantage the rest of the field left to fight for second and third places.   
Wheeler Georgia Hilleard took second place in a close finish with Mark Shore.  Mark was the winner of Senior B last 
season and rides for Walsall Roads CC.  Joe Guy also won the Unknown Distance race with Georgia second again but 
Gabriella Homer (Wheelers) took a well deserved third place in her first season in Senior B.  And female achievement 
continued into the Time Trials where Julie Cooper (Lichfield City CC) was not just the fastest lady but the fastest 
Senior B time over all. 

Wheelers James Ireson, Ben Hardwick and Jason Colledge were all riding strongly in the Senior A events as was 
twice overall league winner Jack Escritt now riding for HMT Academy.  James took first place in the first three Senior 
A races and further down the field it was clear that Will Manfield-Yorke and Matty Lewis fully intend to take their 
intense rivalry of last year's Youth racing with them into this season. 

British Cycling rule changes have meant that less of the younger riders are now eligible for the final event of the night: 
the 22 lap Handicap.  Although reducing the excitement of the racing it has at least given the more mature riders 
opportunities to make their mark.  The Intermediate Sprint was taken by vet riders with first place going to Jason 
Colledge (the only A rider able to catch the B group) Andy Jones second and Mark Shaw third.  At the end of 22 laps 
it was Jack Escritt over the line first with James Ireson second and Philip Hinch (Brotherton Cycles) third.  


